In many real software systems like Client-Server systems, one can identify a stable part (server, instance handler, control component) and a number of uniform components of the same type (clients, instances, users). When analysing performance and correctness of these systems we need to answer questions like "What is the maximal possible number of clients which can be handled simultaneously?" or more generally "What is the maximal possible number of clients which are in the some special situation when the control component is in a particular state?". In the paper we propose an automated technique solving such questions. For Client-Server systems we reduce the problem of finding the upper bound on the number of handled clients to the formal verification of reachability properties in infinite state transition systems. For the verification task we propose an efficient and fully automated algorithm which combines several techniques proposed in existing literature. Applying the algorithm we verify models of several previously published systems.
Introduction
The Client-Server computing model is a popular concept and many Internet and database applications are based on this model. Although this concept can be applied to many different kinds of applications, the architecture remains fundamentally the same. It distinguishes client applications from server applications where a client can communicate only with a server. In Client-Server systems the number of clients changes in time but the number of servers is fixed. This fact causes that there can be large differences between the behaviour of the system with different number of clients. Therefore it is important to understand how the behaviour of the system depends on the number of deployed clients. One of the many important questions is What is the maximal possible number of clients which are in the same special situation when the control component is in a particular state? From this information we can deduce which features of the system will be affected when the number of deployed clients increases or how many servers are necessary in a system if the expected number of clients is known.
In the paper we propose an algorithm which answers the type of questions which is mentioned above. The algorithm comes out from formal verification. The ClientServer system under the study is described using a formal language. We model separately the client part and the server part of the system. The model of the server can be composed from any fixed number of subparts modelling individual servers in the original system. The algorithm works with the model composed of an arbitrary number of client models and one model of the server. For this model, in the literature called parameterised system model, the problem of finding the maximal number of clients can be reduced to the problem: What is the maximal k such that a state in which k clients are in a specific state simultaneously and the control component is in a particular state is reachable in the model? Note, that our algorithm can be used for any system consisting of two types of componentsa stable component and an unknown number of uniform components of the same type.
The proposed algorithm is based on techniques from the parametrised systems verification, consequently we use the terminology from this field [10, 8] . Therefore the systems which we study in the paper are denoted as control-user systems. The part of the system which is unique (server in Client-Server systems) we call control component and the parts of the system with an identical model (clients in ClientServer systems) we denote user components or users. The algorithm is based on an over-approximation of the set of reachable states in a similar way as the algorithm presented in [19] . The main improvement comparing to [19] is a reduction of the computational time and space required by the algorithm. In the paper we demonstrate its efficiency on a case study. Section 2 introduces the Control-User model. Section 3 presents and formalises the problem which we solve. Section 4 describes the algorithm while the following section its evaluation. Section 7 summarises the results and outlines the aims for future work.
The Control-User System Model
In the paper we consider systems which consist of a unique control component and an arbitrary number of user components with an identical model. An example of such a system with n users (Tokens) is in Figure 1 . Components in the systems are executing concurrently with the interleaving semantics, capturing that a component can communicate with another component using the pairwise rendezvous synchronisation (a component can send a message iff the receiver is enabled). As a formal model of a Control-User system we use a labelled Kripke structure. A labelled Kripke structure is a model underlying many formalisms capturing interactions between parts of the system like I/O automata [14] , Component-Interaction Automata [20, 5] , or Extended Behavior Protocols [13] .
Definition 2.1 (LKS) A labelled Kripke structure ( LKS) is a 6-tuple (Q, I, Ap, L, Σ, δ) where Q is a set of states, I ⊆ Q is a set of initial states, Ap is a set of atomic propositions, L : Q → 2 Ap is a state-labelling function, Σ is a finite set of actions and δ ⊆ Q × Σ × Q is a transition relation.
The alphabets Σ out resp. Σ inp represent output resp. input actions which can be used for pairwise rendezvous communication between LKSs. The alphabet Σ int represents internal actions. We write q → q ′ if there is a label l ∈ Σ such that (q, l, q ′ ) ∈ δ, → * is the transitive and reflexive closure of →. A state q is reachable iff in → * q for some in ∈ I. Let q = (q 0 , . . . , q n ) be an n + 1-tuple. Then pr i (q), i = 0, . . . , n, denotes its i+1-th projection, pr i (q) = q i .
In this paper we restrict ourselves to systems in which the models of the control and user component are finite and have one initial state. Thus LKSs 
where the state-labelling function L assigns to each state (q 0 , . . . , q n ) the set
The transition (q, l, q ′ ) ∈ δ iff it holds -∃i ∈ {0, . . . , n} : ∀j ∈ {0, . . . , n}, j = i : pr j (q) = pr j (q ′ ), and
A C-U system with n clients is modelled as the composition of n + 1 LKSs where the first LKS stands for the control component while the others are identical and represent the users. A Control-User system with arbitrary many clients is modelled as the union of LKSs modelling systems with n clients, for all n ∈ N. 
At first a client must be initialised and then it models an initialised Internet session. There are two possibilities how to terminate an existing session -a client (Token) terminates the session or the system terminates the session (because the prepaid time is used up or fly ticket becomes invalidated). If the client terminates the session, then after some time the control component detects it and sends to the Token the action InvalidateAndSave. After that, if the session is prepaid, the Token changes the prepaid time (actions adjustPrepaidTime, adjustPrepaidTime'). Subsequently the Token announces that it is invalidated (actions tokenInvalidated, tokenInvalidated')
and returns InvalidateAndSave'. If the system terminates the session, if the session is prepaid, the system changes the prepaid time (actions adjustPrepaidTime, 
adjustPrepaidTime'. Subsequently the Token announces that it is invalidated (actions tokenInvalidated, tokenInvalidated').
The user component U ex is depicted in Figure 3 . Its atomic propositions are Ap Uex = {finishing Session, free Session, prepaid Session, served}. For each q ∈ {C − G} the set L Uex (q) contains free Session, for q ∈ {2 − A} it moreover contains prepaid Session, for q ∈ {3 − 5, 7 − A, D − G} it moreover contains finishing Session, q ∈ {0, 2, 4, C} it moreover contains unserved ( the method A was called, but the complement A ′ has not been received yet). For example L Uex (C) = {free Session, unserved} and L Uex (7) = {prepaid Session, finishing Session}.
The bounding problem
In this section we formally describe the problem which we solve in the paper. For this purpose we first define auxiliary terms -reachability properties of C-U model and l-symmetric reachability properties.
l-symmetric reachability properties
Formulae of the propositional logic are defined over a set of atomic propositions with the help of standard Boolean operators ∧, ∨, ¬. A propositional formula is interpreted over a state of an LKS. A formula is true in a state iff after evaluating all atomic proposition assigned to the state as true and all others as false the result formula is true. A reachability property (or RP for short) is a property capturing that a state satisfying a given propositional formula is reachable in the system. The general reachability problem for C-U models can be formulated as:
where ϕ n is a formula of the propositional logic over Ap C U n . Problem: Is there n ∈ N such that a state satisfying ϕ n is reachable in C U n ?
There are special sets of reachability properties which make no distinction among users -so called 0-symmetric RP, 1-symmetric RP, etc. For a fixed l ∈ N 0 and any n ∈ N, an l-symmetric RP guarantees that if a state q ∈ Q C U n satisfies ϕ n , then there are l users which together with the control component ensure that the state q satisfies ϕ n . An instance of the l-symmetric reachability problem is:
Instance (l-symmetric reachability):
− a sequence of l-symmetric formulae {ϕ n } n∈N , where for each n ∈ N:
Here ψ is a formula of the propositional logic over atomic propositions
f is an injective function, and ψ (1,f (1)),...,(l,f (l)) is the formula which results from ψ if we substitute each atomic proposition (a, i) by (a, f (i)) leaving (a, 0) untouched. We say that ψ is the propositional formula underlying {ϕ n } n∈N . 
Instance of the problem
During the analysis of C-U systems we are often interested in the maximal possible number of users which can be simultaneously in the same state when the control component is in a particular situation. The problem can be described using a sequence of l-symmetric properties {P m } m∈N such that for each m the property P m = {ϕ m n } n∈N is an m-symmetric RP expressing that: It is possible to reach a global state in which at least m users are in the same specified setting when the control component is in specified setting. In such a case we seek the maximal number b such that P b is satisfied and P b+1 is not satisfied.
If for some j > i it holds that j users together with the control component are in the specified setting, it usually means that i of the j users are together with the control component in the particular setting to. Thus the sequence of underlying formulae ψ 1 , ψ 2 , ... of P 1 , P 2 , . . . often satisfies that ψ j ⇒ ψ i is true for every j < i. The next lemma clearly follows from the definitions: Lemma 3.3 Let {P m } m∈N be a sequence where every P m is an m-symmetric RP with an underlying formula ψ m . Let the implication ψ j ⇒ ψ i be true for every j < i. Then if C U ∞ satisfies P j then it also satisfies P i for each i < j.
(*)
Note that an equivalent to the condition (*) is the requirement: if C U ∞ does not satisfy P i then it does not satisfy P j for any i < j. The problem which we solve in the paper can be transformed to the task to find the number b such that P b is satisfied and P b+1 is not satisfied (if it exists) for a given sequence of RPs. We call this value bound. In practise we are often given a number Max and the question is whether bound is at most Max. Only if this is true we want to know the exact value of bound. The task which we study can be described as Instance:
Max if P Max is satisfied .
Verification algorithm
Verification of k-symmetric properties is decidable [10, 3] and there are several algorithms for verification of k-symmetric properties. Thus it is possible to solve the bounding problem using some of the previously published verification algorithms and iteratively verify properties P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P min(M ax,bound+1) . If the algorithm is based on backward reachability [3, 11, 12, 15, 18 ] the number of steps used for verification of an k-symmetric RP is linear in k and the number of conditions needed for describing the set of backward reachable states is exponential in k. In case of algorithms based on cutoffs [10, 19] , invisible invariants [4, 9, 16, 17] , or abstractions [6, 7] the space complexity of verification of a satisfied k-symmetric RP is exponential in k. Thus the proposed solution based on iterative verification of properties is acceptable only when bound or Max is small. In other cases the approach is not efficient.
The main purpose of this paper is to propose an algorithm which for C-U models of real Client-Server systems efficiently finds bound. The algorithm which we describe is an improved version of the algorithm from [19] . For comparison of the two algorithms see Related work.
To describe the algorithm we first define so called k + 1-tuples. k+1-tuples serve as an abstraction of a C-U model state where the local states of exactly k chosen users in an arbitrary order are maintained. Definition 4.1 (k+1-tuple) Let C, U be a C-U model, and k ∈ N 0 . Then a k+1-tuple (q C , q 1 , . . . , q k ) ∈ Q C U k is assigned to the state q ∈ Q C U ∞ iff the local state of C in q is q C and there are k different users in q with local states q 1 , . . . , q k .
In a similar way we can assign a k +1-tuple to a (k +i)+1-tuple t (t is a state of C U k+i ). ((p 1 , q 0 , r 3 ), 0, 2, D, G, 1, A, B) where C ex , U ex is described in Example 2.4 are assigned 3 + 1-tuples ((p 1 , q 0 , r 3 ), 0, 2, D),
Example 4.2 For example to the tuple
((p 1 , q 0 , r 3 ), D, 0, G), ((p 1 , q 0 , r 3 ), B, A, D), etc.
Verification using k + 1-tuples
For any fixed sequence {ϕ n } n∈N , with the underlying formula ψ, describing a ksymmetric RP a state q of C U i does not satisfy ϕ i if and only if there is a k+1-tuple t assigned to q such that t (which is a state of C U k ) does not satisfy ψ. Hence if we find all k+1-tuples assigned to the reachable states of C U ∞ (so called reachable k+1-tuples of C U ∞ denoted Reach k) we can easily verify the validity of the given k-symmetric RP. Consequently we can easily make the procedure Is k − 1 Bound which from the sets of all reachable states Reach k, Reach k+1 computes whether k is bound.
if not exists t ∈ Reach k satisfying P k then return f alse if exists t ∈ Reach k+1 satisfying P k+1 then return f alse return true The paper [19] proposes the procedure Reachable l+1-tuples which for input parameters C, U, k computes all k + 1-tuples reachable in C U ∞ . For the space reasons we do not describe the procedure here. 
Over-approximation of reachable k + 1-tuples
As it was discussed in the first part of the section, the space complexity of a computation of the set Reach b is exponential in b. Thus it is for a high integer b inefficient. On the other hand as it is written in [19] the set can be efficiently over-approximated. The main idea is that if we have a high integer b, we can choose a small integer k and under-approximate the set U nreach b of all unreachable b + 1-tuples of C U ∞ by the set U nreach b k of all b + 1-tuples to which is assigned an unreachable k + 1-tuple of C U ∞ (see Figure 4) . The profit is that to compute U nreach b k instead of U nreach b it is necessary to find Reach k instead of Reach b. The set U nreach b k can also be used for computing an over-approximation of all reachable b + 1-tuples of C U ∞ . Let us denote All b the set of all possible b + 1-tuples of C U ∞ . Then the set of all reachable b + 1-tuples of C U ∞ can be over-approximated using the set Reach b k = All b \ U nreach b k of all b+1-tuples to which is not assigned an unreachable k + 1-tuple of C U ∞ (see Figure 4) .
This over-approximation of Reach b can be used to over-approximate bound and to compute a candidate for the bound -the minimal number x such that that Reach x k contains a x + 1-tuple satisfying P x and Reach x+1 k does not contain a (x+1) + 1-tuple satisfying P x+1 . From the fact that Reach x+1 ⊆ Reach x+1 k it follows that bound must be smaller or equal to x. This idea is used in the procedure Last Satisfied. Several optimisations of the procedure are possible and are employed in our implementation.
Reach k x := all tuples which does not contain a tuple in Unreach k if does not exists t ∈ Reach k x satisfying P k then return x − 1
Verification of a candidate for bound
In some cases we need to check whether a k-symmetric property (where k is a high number) is satisfied and we know that it is highly probable that the property is satisfied. In these cases, verification using the set of all k+1-tuples is inefficient and verification using an over-approximation of the reachable k+1-tuples is inapplicable. We propose an efficient algorithm for this task. The algorithm is based on the following observation:
A state q to which is assigned (q C , q 1 , . . . , q k ) ∈ Reach k is often reachable by a path, which has k + 1 parts such that for some injective function i : {1, . . . , k} → {1, . . . , k} it holds: 1: In the first part, only user 1 and the control component perform actions. User 1 is in the state q i(1) after this part of the path. 2: In the second part, only user 2 and the control component perform actions.
User 2 is in the state q i(2) after this part of the path. ...
k:
In the k − th part, only user k and the control component perform actions.
User k is in the state q i(k) after this part of the path. k+1: In the k + 1 − th part, only the control component and users k + 1, . . . , perform actions. The control component is in the state q C after this part of the path.
user 1 and control comp.
user 2 and control comp. 
We generalise this observation. For the value parallel the sign P ath k parallel denotes the set of all paths in C U ∞ such that each path in P ath k parallel has k + 1 parts:
1: In the first part, only users 1, . . . , parallel and the control component perform actions. 
For a given value parallel we denote Reach k parallel the set of all k + 1-tuples (q C , q 1 , . . . , q k ) such that for some f ≥ k and an injective function i : {1, . . . , k} → {1, . . . , k} a state (q C , i(q 1 ), . . . , i(q k ), q ′ 1 , . . . , q ′ f ) is reachable by a path in P ath k parallel . This set is an under-approximation of the set Reach k and therefore it can be used for verification that a k-symmetric formula is satisfied. A computation of the set Reach k parallel can be divided into k + 2 − parallel steps: 1-st step: A computation of all possible states (q C , i(q 1 ), . . . , i(q k ), q ′ 1 , . . . , q ′ f ) reachable after the first part of a path in P ath k parallel . This part can be computed if we traverse the state space of C U parallel .
2-nd step:
A computation of the set of all possible states (q C , i(q 1 ), . . . , i(q k ), q ′ 1 , . . . , q ′ f ) reachable after the second part of a path in P ath k parallel from the set computed in the previous step. I can be computed if we several times traverse the state space of C U parallel with special sets of initial states.
. . . k + 1 − parallel-th step: A computation of the set of all possible states (q C , i(q 1 ), . . . , i(q k ), q ′ 1 , . . . , q ′ f ) reachable after k + 1 − parallel-th part of a path in P ath k parallel from the set computed in the previous step. I can be computed if we several times traverse the state space of C U parallel with special sets of initial states.
k + 2 − parallel-th step: A computation of the set of all possible states (q C , i(q 1 ), . . . , i(q k ), q ′ 1 , . . . , q ′ f ) reachable after k + 1-th part of a path in P ath k parallel from the set computed in the previous step. I can be computed if we find all reachable parallel+1-tuples in C U ∞ with a different set of initial states.
To sum it up, in the computation it is enough for each q ∈ Q C × Q U parallel generate and traverse the state space in C U parallel reachable from q and to compute Reach parallel in a model C U ∞ with different set of initial states. Thus the number of traversed states during this computation is constant in k and exponential in parallel. The number of traversed states during a computation of Reach k is exponential in k, thus for parallel ≪ k the required space necessary for computing Reach k parallel is smaller that the required space necessary for computing Reach k. Thus in cases described at the beginning of this subsection it is effective to search whether a tuple satisfying the k-symmetric property is in Reach k 1, then in Reach k 2, . . . , Reach k k. All these facts are is used in the procedure Is Satisfied. Several optimisations of the procedure are possible and are employed in our implementation. The bounding algorithm which we propose using the previously described procedures computes for a input C-U system, a sequence of formulas, and M ax bound. This algorithm has two main parts. In the first part the algorithm (lines 1-10) computes all reachable k + 1-tuples for increasing k until it decides that the k is large enough and the over-approximations {Reach b k} b∈{1,...,M ax} of the sets {Reach b} b∈{1,...,M ax} are sufficient. During each iteration after computing the set Reach k for any k > 1 it computes whether k − 1 is bound (using the previously computed set of reachable states Reach k−1, Reach k). The situation in which the algorithm decides that the k is large enough is when all unreachable k-tuples contain an unreachable k − 1-tuple. In other words it is exactly when U nreach k k−1 = U nreach k and this is exactly when Reach k k−1 = Reach k (see Figure 6 ).
If bound is not found in the first phase of the algorithm (bound is greater than the value of k after the repeat-until cycle) then the algorithm continues (lines 11, 12) . It uses the previously computed set of unreachable k-tuples and from the sets Reach k k, Reach k + 1 k, . . . , Reach M ax k the procedure Last Satisfied compute an over-approximation and a candidate for bound b. After that the procedure ValidateBound computes, which of the numbers {k + 1, . . . , b} is bound. ValidateBound firstly checks whether b is bound and if it is not bound then it iteratively checks whether bound is k + 1, k + 2, ..., b − 1.
Evaluation
Table in Fig. 6 displays characteristics of the proposed algorithm Bound for the model of a payment system for Internet access from Example 2.4, properties from Example 3.2, and M ax = 10 10 . These characteristics are: bound, the number States (RT) of states generated by Reachable l + 1-tuples in the procedure Bound, the number States (VB) of states generated by ValidateBound in the procedure Bound (if the procedure is called, otherwise "-"), the time of ValidateBound in the procedure Bound (if the procedure is called, otherwise "-") 2 .
We applied the algorithm on several other C-U models of Client-Server systems and another types component-based systems from [2] . Based on the experimental evaluation we conclude: lines 1-10: Time computational time and space of lines 1-10 of the procedure Bound is very similar to the complexity of computing Reach k, where k is the highest number for which the set Reach k is in the procedure Bound computed. For all models from [2] this value k is less then or equal to 3. Thus computational time and space of this part of the algorithm is for all studied models similar as the computational time and space of Reachable l + 1-tuples for input parameter less then or equal to 3. If bound is less then 3 the procedure Bound computes bound in the repeat-until cycle. line 11: For all studied models and properties computational time and space of procedure Last Satisfied are similar to the computational time and space of lines 1-10. line 12: For all studied models the time and space required by the procedure ValidateBound are much smaller than the time and space required by the procedures in lines 1-10. Moreover an optimisation of the procedure enable us to compute whether for a given C-U model and a property the value bound is in all cases equal to M ax, for all studied models and properties. Generally, for all studied examples the time and space used in Bound is similar to the time and space of computing Reach 3 no matter how large bound is.
Related work
As it is discussed in Section 4 there are several techniques which can be used for solving the problem studied in this paper (e.g. [12, 9, 17, 6, 7] ). However our experience show that the computational space of those algorithms is exponential in the value bound and thus their usage for the problem described in this paper is ineffective. To the best of our knowledge, there is no algorithm which can be effectively used for computing of the exact solution of the presented problem.
The algorithm proposed in this paper is an extension of the previously proposed algorithm [19] . The original technique uses the same algorithm for computing of the over-approximation of bound as the algorithm described in this paper (lines 1-11 of the Algorithm Bound), but for computing of bound from the over-approximation (Algorithm ValidateBound) it does not use any optimised technique. Thus the original algorithm effectively solves only a part of the problem -finding the overapproximation of the bound. The second part of the problem -to prove that the over-approximation is bound -is ineffective in the original algorithm. Experiments show that the computational space of the original algorithm is usually exponential in the value bound.
Conclusions
In the paper we propose an automated technique for the analysis of Client-Server systems solving questions like "What is the maximal possible number of clients which can be handled simultaneously?" or "What is the maximal possible number of clients which want to be handled simultaneously and are in some special situation?". The algorithm first finds an over-approximation of the maximal number and then using this approximation efficiently computes the correct result. Using the algorithm we verified models of several previously published systems and for all the systems the over-approximation found in the first part of the algorithm was the correct bound.
In future, we aim to finish the implementation of the presented algorithms and evaluate the approach on a large number of realistic case studies. We also aim at studying whether the proposed technique can be used for another problems.
